
Biden's REAR Admiral 

by Earl P. Holt III 

When CofCC founder Gordon Baum was alive, he and I hosted a Friday 
Night radio show on a small AM station in St. Louis from 1995 until 2004 
when the station's owner died. Our show was "The Right at Night," and 
we drove the nigs and communists nuts exposing their lies and 
corruption. Occasionally, Arbitron Ratings indicated we had a larger 
audience than KMOX Radio. 

One night when Gordon was absent, (he might have been a guest on 
Jesse Jackson's cable TV show that night,) a guy called the show to voice 
his outrage at Bill Clinton's new "Don't Ask -- Don't Tell" policy for 
homosexuals in the military. The Clinton Administration had  announced 
the new policy within the past week or so, and the caller was irate.   

The caller said to me (verbatim quote): "Earl, what is it with all these 
queers in the military? When I was in the Navy, if you were queer you 
got an Article 15 and then court-martialed. Now, they want to make 
them all Admirals."  

I replied, "Yeah, REAR Admirals!" I was laughing so hard I had tears 
running down my cheeks and the engineer even fell off his chair laughing. 
We also had "dead-air" for what seemed like several minutes while we 
tried to collect ourselves. WHAT BEGAN AS A LAUGH-LINE HAS BECOME 
A REALITY IN JOE BIDEN'S AMERICA. 

Our demented organized crime figure in the White House just promoted 
a transgendered "female" named Rachel Levine to the rank of Four Star 
Admiral. Before "she" decided she was a woman, she fathered two 
children by a real woman in the course of a 33-year marriage. This circus 
freak will now head the Public Health Service. 



 
Circus Freak Rachel Levine 

 

Queers and communists were ecstatic and heralded this "historic" event, 
which was the culmination of a relentless PR campaign by the Biden 
Administration and its allies in the Jews' Media. In reporting this insult to 
all who have "served in uniform," every media outlet emphasized this 
circus freak's transgendered status and rightly so: that really is "her" 
ONLY recognizable qualification. 

In 2015, Levine was appointed Pennsylvania's physician general by 
Governor Tom Wolf and became its health secretary in 2017. Once the 
COVID-19 pandemic occurred, Levine was exposed as just another 
"Democrat" Party operative willing to use the pandemic to seize power. 

In concert with Wolf -- the guy who subverted Pennsylvania's election 
laws in 2020 to deliver the state to Biden -- Levine implemented 
extensive lockdowns that were mostly harmful.  She also presided over 
a "slow rollout" of COVID-19 vaccines as a political tactic to frustrate 
Trump's efforts to expedite distribution of the vaccine to everyone 
wanting it.  
 
As with  fellow "Democrat" Andrew Cuomo in New York, Levine also 
forced his state's nursing homes to accept COVID-19 patients during 



their recovery. Like New York, a minimum of 10,000 victims died in 
Pennsylvania's nursing homes during Levine's tenure as health 
secretary. As often happens with "Democrats," hard data on nursing 
home deaths in Pennsylvania disappeared faster than Hillary Clinton's 
e-mails. 
 
Levine is the gal (or guy) who got her 95 year-old mother expeditiously 
removed from one of those nursing homes and relocated to a safe place 
elsewhere. Levine claimed his mother's preferential treatment was her 
own idea, but as an experienced physician, it was Levine and not her 
mother who would have understood the risks of exposing the elderly 
to COVID-19 infected patients.  
 
To quote a clever woman writing for THE FEDERALIST,  Levine is not a 
"health official," she is a "health threat." (Joy Pullman. "If You Can't Tell 
a Man from a Woman..." THE FEDERALIST, October 20, 2021.) 

 

 
 
 

 

 


